SUNRISE ACADEMY
PROJECT WORK
CLASS:- 12th

Physics
INSTRUCTIONS:❖ Write the given project work in project files, having interleaf pages.
❖ The project should consist of 20 to 25 pages.
❖ The file need to be covered with white chart papers and cellophane sheets and
the label should be printed and pasted.
❖ No coloring and decoration allowed on the cover.
❖ The projects will be evaluated and the student will be awarded marks out of 10
for the project work.
❖ The project should have the following subheading:• Certificate.
• Acknowledgement.
• Content.
• Bibliography

NOTE:- Make a project of any one of the topic given below:

1. The electrical power.
2. Effect of a magnetic field.
3. Potentiometer – principle and its application
4. Optical instrument - different type of microscope

5.Optical instrument - different type of telescope.
6. Junction Transistor
7. Electromagnetic wave
8. Photoelectric effect

9 . Junction diode
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that _________________ of class ________
has successfully completed the project work on Physics_
for examination in the year of 2021-2022, under the guidance of
_Mr. Naveen purohit . It is further certified that this project is the
individual work of the candidate.

______________
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(Subject Teacher)

_______________
External Examiner.
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Mrs. Nitu Tomar

(Principal)
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